
IQ Test Information/Examples

KABC-II

Short Term Memory/Sequential Processing/Gsm: 
Recalling information immediately…e.g., “remembering a phone 
number”. Kids who struggle with this may need repetition or visual 
cues and be taught memory strategies. 

Visual Processing/Simultaneous Processing/Gv: 
Ability to solve visual problems. In meetings, I may say “solving 
problems visually- like charts, graphs, patterns”.  Kids who struggle 
with this area may:
(I included a lot of info on this one, as visual is most of our world)

 have difficulty making visual images to “see something in the 
mind’s eye” or “get the picture”

 have difficulty remembering and differentiating left and right
 have difficulty in combining disconnected, vague or partially 

hidden visual information patterns into a meaningful whole
 have difficulty manipulating simple visual patterns or maintaining

their orientation to see things in space
 have difficulty mentally manipulating objects or visual patterns 

to see how they would appear if altered or rotated in space
 have difficulty finding a path through a spatial field or pattern
 have difficulty in estimating or comparing visual lengths and 

distances without measuring them
 have difficulty understanding mathematics concepts in 

geometry, calculus and other higher math
 have difficulty in remembering letter formations and letter 

patterns
 have difficulty in reading charts, maps and blueprints and 

extracting the needed information
 have difficulty arranging materials in space, such as in their 

desks or lockers or rooms at home
 miss visual details
 have difficulty copying information from far point, like the 

blackboard or from near point, like texts

Long-Term Storage & Retrieval/Learning Ability/Glr: 
The ability to remember, store, and recall information once the student
has been exposed to it a few times (or sometimes only once).  In 
meetings, I often say, “once it’s in there (i.e., brain), it’s there!”.   
Some students may have difficulty with short-term memory, but are 



good with long-term; this indicates they may need repetition of 
information to get it into long-term.  

Fluid Reasoning/Planning Ability/Gf:  Basically, this is the ability to solve
problems (thinking through things, using deductive and inductive 
reasoning, analyzing)! In meetings I may say, “problem-solving skills”. 
It includes the ability to use more of the abstract (higher order) 
reasoning skills.  To me, this is a very important skill. Students who 
score low in this are often more concrete thinkers, which is ok until 
they are older- when abstract skills are required.  FYI, this area is not 
measured in children 6 years or younger, as this ability doesn’t start 
developing until later.

Crystallized Ability/Gc:  This measures how much info a student is 
holding onto. In meetings I may say, “how much they’ve acquired in 
their—years of life”. This is valuable because it’s an indicator of how 
much a student is taking away from instruction.  On the KABC, this 
domain is optional; in students from underprivileged backgrounds or 
poor learning environments, I don’t usually test this area.  

*The KABC reports scores from the perspective of the Luria and CHC 
models of intelligence.

Luria= does not measure crystallized ability.  IQ is called MPI 
(Mental Processing Index). Domains are reported as Sequential 
Processing, Simultaneous Processing, Learning, Planning, etc.

CHC= includes the measure of crystallized ability. IQ is called FCI 
(Fluid Crystallized Index). Domains are reported as Short-Term 
Memory (Gsm), Long Term Retrieval  (Glr), Fluid reasoning (Gf), 
Crystallized Ability (Gc), etc… (G is the ‘G Factor’ psychs use as a
term for intelligence).  

WISC-IV

Verbal Comprehension:
In meetings, I may say that this is the student’s ability to understand 
verbal information and ability to verbally express themselves.  If this is 
an area of difficulty, visual cues may be paired with verbal instruction.

Perceptual Reasoning:
This is the same as the Visual Processing listed above.  

Working Memory:



I refer to this as “mental manipulation”, the “brain’s whiteboard”.  This 
is the ability to use memory and attention at the same time.  In 
meetings, I may refer to this as “doing math in your head”, “following 
multi-step directions”, or “dialing a phone number that has just been 
repeated to you”.  If a student really struggles with this, I give the 
parent’s the whiteboard analogy: our brains have a whiteboard where 
we mentally visualize and organize information- when this is a 
difficulty, our “whiteboard” is constantly being erased.  This is a 
common deficit among children with ADHD.  Also, kids who are low in 
this area frequently struggle with writing!
Processing Speed:  
I tell parents that this is the ability to quickly and efficiently complete 
tasks.  As this also requires attention, students with ADHD can also 
struggle with this.  If a student struggles in this area, they may need 
additional time when completing tasks.  

*IQ is reported as FSIQ (full scale IQ).  At times, a GAI (General Ability 
Index) is calculated when the processing speed or working memory is 
significantly lower than the visual or verbal processing.  This score is 
an IQ score without the influence of memory or speed.  
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